Supplementary methods

Lines

The lines were lines 18, 21, 23, 42, 46, 49, 51, 54, 59, 65, 67, and 71, chosen randomly from more than twenty IVe-39 sublines still alive in 2003 after approximately 200 generations of mutation accumulation and described by Houle and Nuzhdin. They were expanded on a 12:12 light:dark cycle. The lines were maintained during mutation accumulation by brother-sister mating. Further details can be found in ref. (1).

Array design

The sequences on the arrays were selected to minimize intra-family hybridization. To pick the primers, we followed a sequence of increasingly stringent tests using D. melanogaster sequence release 1.0. For each gene, we looked first for a 500b to 2kb sequence at the 3’ end and, failing this, two 200b to 500b sequences: (1) in coding sequence, completely within an EST clot, and unduplicated (BLAST<=10-4); (2) in coding sequence, partially within an EST clot, unduplicated; (3) in coding sequence, unduplicated; (4) an exon, completely within an EST clot, unduplicated; (5) an exon, partially within an EST clot, unduplicated; (6) an exon, unduplicated; (7) a sequence less than 2kb at the 3’ end. We printed poly-lysine coated arrays on a Gene Machines arrayer and post-processed the arrays using 1-2 dichloroethane, N-methylimidazol, and succinic anhydride.

In updating our annotation to Drosophila melanogaster release 4.0 (http://flybase.bio.indiana.edu/annot/dmel-release4-notes.html), we flagged spots according to the following procedure:

1) Model PCR amplification using isPcr on the transcript, gene, and chromosome files from release 4.0. Sequence from release 3.2 was used for
heterochromatic regions not covered in release 4.0. Since these are mRNA hybridizations, spot annotation is based primarily on the transcript results. For example, if a region amplified by a primer pair is part of a transcript for gene A and an intron for gene B (on the opposite stand), the spot is considered to measure gene A.

2) If the amplified sequence falls within a gene but not completely within a transcript, it is considered to represent that gene. This does introduce some inconsistency with step (1) in how complete we regard the annotation, but it only affects a few probes.

3) If the amplified sequence overlaps a transcript or gene by more than half its length (with the other part running off the 5' or 3' end of the gene) it is accepted as a good probe.

4) If there are multiple predicted sequences for a given primer pair which do not fall within a single gene, flag the spot as bad.

5) If the primers amplified multiple bands in the actual PCR, only flag it as good if isPcr predicts multiple bands all within the same gene.

6) If the sequences for several spots fall within the same gene, determine whether they fall within the same transcripts and group them according to transcripts with the caveat that singletons are not grouped into larger transcript groups. For example, if a gene with five transcripts (Tr_A…Tr_E) is represented by five spots on the array with sequences (S_1…S_5), and the sequences fall within the following transcripts \{S_1 \subseteq Tr_A, Tr_E; S_2 \subseteq Tr_B; S_3 \subseteq Tr_B, Tr_C; S_4 \subseteq Tr_C, Tr_D; S_5 \subseteq Tr_B\}, then group S_3 and S_4 together and consider them as replicates in the following gene-specific analyses (although not in the global normalizations). Analyze S_1 on its own and group S_2 and S_5 together. This causes some complications when using gene-based functional annotations in later analyses, but since transcripts and not genes are biologically active...
molecules, this avoids grouping some potentially functionally dissimilar mRNAs together.

After this processing, 1,292 genes were represented by multiple groups of spots on the arrays leaving us with 13,567 potentially good spots on the array distributed into 12,017 transcript groups, some of which were flagged for other reasons in the ensuing analysis (Supplementary data 2). In the rest of the paper, the term gene refers to a transcript group.

Experimental design

We designed the hybridizations to efficiently estimate stage-specific across-line and within-line variance, without using an excessive number of microarrays. We divided the twelve lines into two hexagons (different for each stage). Each line was hybridized to four other lines in its own hexagon, two lines in the other hexagon in the same stage, and twice to itself at the other stage (Supplementary figure 1). In all, each of the twelve lines was measured eight times at each of two stages with dye swapping to control for systematic labeling biases. The raw data for a spot for each dye consists of the median of the pixel intensities of the spot minus Spot’s morphological opening local background estimate.

Preliminary analyses and global normalizations

After scanning the arrays with a confocal laser scanner (Axon), we analyzed the images using Spot, subtracting the morph background estimates giving us log base 2 measurements for median intensities for each channel in each spot on the array. All subsequent analyses were coded in python with calls to the R statistical package and PROC MIXED in SAS software v. 8.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina). On an array-by-array basis, we performed a series of normalizations on the log base 2 transformed data to remove technical bias and noise.
First, we subtracted the mean for each dye.

\[
\tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{dye}} = \tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{raw}} - \bar{R}_{a}^{\text{raw}}; \quad \tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{dye}} = \tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{raw}} - \bar{G}_{a}^{\text{raw}}
\]  

(S1)

Second, we locally regressed the difference of the Cy5 and Cy3 data for a spot on their average intensity and the spot location in pixel coordinates \((x,y)\) using the loess procedure in R with a span of 0.4\(^{15}\). For each spot, we subtracted half the value of the loess curve at that spot from the Cy5 value and added half to the Cy3 channel.

\[
\tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{loess}} = \tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{dye}} - \frac{1}{2} L_{ag}; \quad \tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{loess}} = \tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{dye}} + \frac{1}{2} L_{ag};
\]

\[
L_{a} = \text{loess}(\tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{dye}} - \tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{dye}}) \sim \frac{1}{2} \left( \tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{dye}} + \tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{dye}} \right), x_{a}, y_{a}, \text{span} = 0.4
\]  

(S2)

Third, we subtracted half the median difference between the log intensities from the Cy5 intensities and added half to the Cy3 intensities.

\[
\tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{median}} = \tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{loess}} - \frac{1}{2} \text{median}_{a} (\tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{loess}} - \tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{loess}});
\]

\[
\tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{median}} = \tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{loess}} + \frac{1}{2} \text{median}_{a} (\tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{loess}} - \tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{loess}})
\]  

(S3)

Finally, we accounted for scale differences among the arrays by dividing each intensity by the median absolute deviation of the log ratios on the array from the median log ratio on the array (which should be zero from the previous step) and then multiplied these by the geometric mean of these scaling factors across all the arrays in order to convert them back to a log base 2 scale\(^{16}\).

\[
\tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{MAD}} = \frac{\tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{median}}}{\text{MAD}_{a}}; \quad \tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{MAD}} = \frac{\tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{median}}}{\text{MAD}_{a}};
\]

\[
\text{MAD}_{a} = \text{median}_{a} \left( |\tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{median}} - \tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{median}}| - \text{median}_{a} (\tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{median}} - \tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{median}}) \right)
\]  

(S4)

\[
\tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{geoMAD}} = \text{geoMAD} \times \tilde{R}_{ag}^{\text{MAD}}; \quad \tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{geoMAD}} = \text{geoMAD} \times \tilde{G}_{ag}^{\text{MAD}}; \quad \text{geoMAD} = \sqrt[n]{\prod_{a=1}^{n} \text{MAD}_{a}}
\]

These transformations account for global technical noise including (S1) additive translational differences in the distributions of intensities of dyes on a single array, (S2)
differences in the shapes of these distributions which are very according to intensity or spatial location on the array, (S3) relative intensities of the arrays, and (S4) multiplicative differences in scale between arrays of the log-ratios of the dyes. The final dataset consisted of this adjusted data for the eight replicates per lineage.

**Mixed-model analyses**

Starting from an identical level, the gene expression of particular genes in the lines, will diverge during mutation accumulation under the weight of mutations. Since gene expression levels vary during development, the levels as well as the amount of divergence may not be equal at the two stages. The full model accounts for differences in average levels in the two stages by means of a fixed effect stage-specific deviation from a grand mean level and for line-specific deviations with a random effect term accounting for the variance of the line means within a stage. The full model, allowing for stage-specific mean effects, sequence effects when dealing with spot groups, spot effects, stage-specific across line variances, and stage-specific residuals is:

\[
\begin{align*}
  y_{ijkq} &= \mu + \text{Stage}_i + \text{Sequence}_q + \text{Array(Sequence)}_{j(q)} + \text{Line(Stage)}_{k(i)} + \epsilon_{ijkq} \\
  \text{Array(Sequence)} &\sim N(0, \sigma^2_a) \\
  \text{Line(Stage)}_{(i)} &\sim N(0, \sigma^2_i) \\
  \epsilon &\sim N(0, \sigma^2_e)
\end{align*}
\]  

(S5)

where \(y_{ijkq}\) is the log base 2 measurement for gene \(g\) at stage \(i\) from line \(k\) from spot/sequence \(q\) on array \(j\). Sequence was only included when two spots comprised a spot group. (SAS ran out of memory computing the model when more than two spots comprised a spot group, so for more than two spots we fit the data for each spot individually, averaged the ensuing likelihood contrasts (see below) and averaged the estimates.) This is a gene-based model, so the terms are gene-specific. The overall mean, stage, and sequence effects are fixed; the array, line, and error effects are random with the distributions above.
To test particular assumptions of the full model, we constructed a hierarchy of six alternative models (including the full one). Using a series of likelihood ratio tests, we determined which model best fit the data and used parameter estimates from that model for further analyses. Three complications arose: the six models were not all strictly nested, SAS was not able to fit all models for all genes, and the PROC MIXED KR degrees of freedom option discounted a model’s degrees of freedom of by the number of parameter estimates equal to zero, leading to possible loss in the more complex models. We accounted for multiple testing in the likelihood ratio tests by a false discovery rate (FDR) procedure\textsuperscript{17}. Our test sequence was (Supplementary figure 2):

0) geneG\_models = \{3r0, 2ar0, 2br0, 1r0, 0b, 0\}

1) for each geneG:
   for test\_2 in \{3r0 vs. 2ar0, 3r0 vs 2br0\}:
      p = p\_value from likelihood ratio test\_1
      if model 3r0 significantly better than model 2xr0 (p < FDR(0.05) cutoff):
         remove model 2xr0 from geneG\_models
      else:
         remove model 3r0 from geneG\_models
      if both models 2ar0 and 2br0 were eliminated, the gene fits model 3r0;
      eliminate all remaining models

2) for each geneG with model 2ar0 in geneG\_models:
   p = p\_value from likelihood ratio test 2ar0 vs. 1r0
   if model 2ar0 significantly better than model 1r0 (p < FDR(0.05) cutoff):
      remove model 1r0 from geneG\_models
   else:
      remove model 2ar0 from geneG\_models
if 2br0 and 1r0 were eliminated, the gene fits model 2ar0; eliminate all remaining models

3) for each geneG with model 2br0 in geneG_models:
   for test_3 in {2br0 vs. 1r0, 2br0 vs 0b}:
      p = p_value from likelihood ratio test_3
      if model 2br0 significantly better than model 1r0/0b (p < FDR(0.05) cutoff):
         remove model 1r0/0b from geneG_models
      else:
         remove model 2br0 from geneG_models
   if models 2ar0, 1r0, and 0b were eliminated, the gene fits model 2br0;
   eliminate all remaining models

4) for each geneG with models 2ar0 and 0b in geneG_models:
   p = p_value from likelihood ratio test 2ar0 vs. 0b
   if model 2ar0 significantly better than model 0b (p < FDR(0.05) cutoff):
      remove model 0b from geneG_models
   else:
      remove model 2ar0 from geneG_models
   if 0b was eliminated, the gene fits model 2ar0; eliminate all remaining models

5) for each geneG with models 2ar0 and 2br0 in geneG_models:
   p = p_value from likelihood ratio test 2ar0 vs. 2br0
   if model 2ar0 significantly better than model 2br0 (p < FDR(0.05) cutoff):
      remove model 2br0 from geneG_models
   else:
      remove model 2ar0 from geneG_models
the gene fits the model which wasn't eliminated; eliminate all remaining models

6) for each geneG with models 2ar0 and 2br0 in geneG_models:
   
   p = p_value from likelihood ratio test 2ar0 vs. 2br0
   
   if model 2ar0 significantly better than model 2br0 (p < FDR(0.05) cutoff):
      remove model 2br0 from geneG_models
   else:
      remove model 2ar0 from geneG_models
      the gene fits the model which wasn't eliminated; eliminate all remaining models

7) for each geneG with models 1r0 and 0b in geneG_models:
   
   for test_7 in {1r0 vs. 0, 0b vs 0}:
      
      p = p_value from likelihood ratio test_7
      
      if model 1r0/0b significantly better than model 0 (p < FDR(0.05) cutoff):
         remove model 0 from geneG_models
      else:
         remove model 1r0/0b from geneG_models
      
      if models 0b and 0 were eliminated, the gene fits model 1r0
      if models 1r0 and 0 were eliminated, the gene fits model 0b

8) for each geneG with models 1r0 and 0b in geneG_models:
   
   p = p_value from likelihood ratio test 1r0 vs. 0b
   
   if model 1r0 significantly better than model 0b (p < FDR(0.05) cutoff):
      remove model 0b from geneG_models
   else:
      remove model 1r0 from geneG_models
      the gene fits the model which was not eliminated
All tests were two-tailed tests except for 2br0 vs. 0b (step 3b) and 1r0 vs. 0 (step 7a). In the cases where two models had the same degrees of freedom (making a conventional likelihood ratio test impossible) the more likely one was chosen. In cases where two models had the same degrees of freedom and likelihoods, the simpler one was chosen according to the following scale of model complexity: 3r0 > 2ar0 > 2br0 > 1r0 > 0b > 0. When SAS was not able to fit a particular model to the data, any tests involving that model were skipped. In some cases, this led to the likelihood ratio tests 3r0 vs. 1r0, 2ar0 vs. 0, and 2br0 vs. 0. We dealt with these on an individual basis with a significance cutoff of 0.05.

**Comparative data update and extension**

The core of the interspecific and *D. melanogaster* intraspecific data used in the comparative analysis has been described before \(^{18,19}\). Rifkin et al. \(^{18}\) used 4 arrays per line (except for *D. melanogaster* Samarkand which had 6 arrays). For the analyses of Gu et al. \(^{19}\), enough arrays were added to bring these to 8 arrays per line. For the current paper, the original 4 *D. yakuba* arrays \(^{18}\) were replaced by 4 new arrays. The array annotation was also updated to *D. melanogaster* annotation release 4.0 as described above. A new version of the results from Rifkin et al. \(^{18}\) based on this new data can be downloaded from http://genome.med.yale.edu/Comparative/ and the raw data itself can be found in GEO using accession number GSE2642.

**Assessing technical error**

We collected large numbers of larvae, ground them up together, divided the homogenate into aliquots, and processed each sample separately as described in the Methods. We did the same for a collection of adults and performed 8 larvae-adult hybridizations (GEO accession GSE2641). After global normalizations as described above, we fit the data for each gene to the model:
y_{ijq} = \mu + \text{Stage}_i + \text{Sequence}_q + \text{Array(Sequence)}_{ij(q)} + \epsilon_{ijq}

\text{Array(Sequence)} \sim N(0, \sigma_a^2); \epsilon \sim N(0, \sigma_{\epsilon}^2) \tag{S6}

using PROC MIXED in SAS 8.2, consistent with the analysis above.

We assume that we have samples from two distributions. For the technical error data set each residual is a random sample from $N(0, \sigma_t^2)$. For the mutational variance data set each residual has the form $T + (1/30) \cdot M$ where $T$ is the random variable for the technical error and $M$ is the random variable for physiological variable. $T$ has an $N(0, \sigma_t^2)$ distribution and we assume $M$ has the distribution $N(0, \sigma_m^2)$. We will consider the hypothesis that the physiological variance is some $\alpha$ fold of the technical variance. Then, the mutational variance data set has the distribution $N(0, \sigma_m^2) = N(0, \sigma_t^2 + (1/30) \cdot \alpha \sigma_t^2)$. Now we consider the statistic:

$$\frac{S_t^2 / \sigma_t^2}{S_m^2 / [\sigma_t^2(1 + \alpha / 30)]} = (1 + \alpha / 30) \frac{S_t^2}{S_m^2} \tag{S7}$$

where $S_t^2$ is the residual variance for the control experiment and $S_m^2$ is the residual variance for the mutational variance experiment. This is distributed as an $F$-distribution with 7 degrees of freedom for the technical error experiment and $7 \times 12 = 84$ for the mutational variance experiment.

We will be conservative and test the null hypothesis that $\alpha = 5$, i.e., that the physiological variance is at least 5 times bigger than technical variance. Thus we compute the right tail probability of $\frac{7}{6} \cdot \frac{S_t^2}{S_m^2}$ for the $F_{(7,84)}$ distribution. Using a Dunn-Sidak multiple-test correction to hold the experimentwise error rate to 5%, we reject the null hypothesis for 4% of the genes in either stage and conclude that technical error is not a large contributor to the residual variance in the mutational variance experiments.

**Jackknifing**
We fit models to 11,923 genes with at least 4 replicates per line at each stage. 4,046 of these had significant mutational variance in the blue gut stage and 3,686 had significant mutational variance at white prepupae with 5,008 overall. 4,599 showed a significant developmental change in expression between the two stages with 2,115 of these having significant mutational variance in either stage. To reduce bias in the estimates, we jackknifed the data from the 5,008 significant genes by fitting data from 11 lines at a time to the model chosen from the full dataset, ensuring that each of the 11 lines had at least 3 replicates per line in each stage. We computed the jackknife estimators for variances, BLUPs, and fixed effects by:

\[
JS = \frac{\sum (12S_f - 11S_{-l})}{12}
\]

where \(JS\) is the jackknifed estimate, \(S_f\) is the estimate from the full dataset, and \(S_{-l}\) is the estimate from the dataset without line \(l\). SAS could not fit the model for all 12 jackknife datasets for 125 genes; we discarded these leaving us with 11,798 genes for further analysis. We use estimates from this jackknifed set for the analysis (Supplementary data 1).

**GO molecular function tests**

To test for significant patterns within the GO categories, we also used a Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Wilcoxon two-sample tests for specific categories, again controlling multiple testing using the Dunn-Šidák method. Genes in categories at the top level of the GO molecular function classification hierarchy significantly differed in their median \(h^2m\) (Kruskal-Wallis test, \(p<.001\)). Other results are reported in the main text.

**Quality threshold clustering**
We scaled BLUPs by the gene-specific mutational standard deviation at each stage and clustered them using a quality threshold (e.g. 24) of 0.576 absolute correlation (corresponding to p=0.05 for 12 lines). The 3,475 significantly varying genes at wpp sort into 281 clusters (254 for bg). The largest of these contains 229 (322) genes, and the sizes rapidly plummet before plateauing with many small clusters. We expect that the largest clusters reflect the effects of changes either in common, proximal trans-factors or earlier mutational effects which impact many genes. The smaller cluster sizes may reflect the consequences of mutations in cis-factors, epistatic effects of multiple trans-factors, or trans-effects at the early stages of their developmental impact. We propose that the number of clusters is an upper bound for the number of mutations affecting gene expression in these lines at a particular stage.
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Supplementary data 2.
SAS PROC MIXED calls for the model hierarchy.

model 0 single spots: No between-line variance, single (spot-specific) within-line variance.

proc mixed covtest CL IC ratio data = mv;
class slide stage line replicate;
model intensity = stage/solution ddfm = kr outp=resids0_; 
random int/subject=slide;
ods output covparms = cp0_ convergencestatus=convs0_ iterhistory=ith0_ 
infocrit=info0_ solutionf=eblues0_ solutionr = eblups0_; 
run;

model 0 multiple spots: No between-line variance, single (spot-specific) within-line variance.

proc mixed covtest CL IC ratio data = mv;
class sequence slide stage line replicate;
model intensity = stage/sequence/solution ddfm = kr outp=resids0_; 
random sequence/subject=slide type=unr;
ods output covparms = cp0_ convergencestatus=convs0_ iterhistory=ith0_ 
infocrit=info0_ solutionf=eblues0_ solutionr = eblups0_; 
run;

model 0b single spots: No between-line variance, stage-specific (spot-specific) within-line variance.

proc mixed covtest CL IC ratio data = mv;
class slide stage line replicate;
model intensity = stage/solution ddfm = kr outp=resids0b_; 
random int/subject=slide;
repeated stage/subject = replicate(line) type = unr(1);
ods output covparms = cp0b_ convergencestatus=convs0b_ iterhistory=ith0b_ 
infocrit=info0b_ solutionf=eblues0b_ solutionr = eblups0b_; 
run;

model 0b multiple spots: No between-line variance, stage-specific (spot-specific) within-line variance.

proc mixed covtest CL IC ratio data = mv;
class sequence slide stage line replicate;
model intensity = stage/sequence/solution ddfm = kr outp=resids0b_; 
random sequence/subject=slide type=unr;
repeated stage/subject = replicate(line) type = unr(1);
ods output covparms = cp0b_ convergencestatus=convs0b_ iterhistory=ith0b_ 
infocrit=info0b_ solutionf=eblues0b_ solutionr = eblups0b_; 
run;
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model 1r0 single spots: Single between-line variance, single (spot-specific) within-line variance.

proc mixed covtest CL IC ratio data = mv;
class slide stage line replicate;
model intensity = stage/solution ddfm = kr outp=resids1r0_;
random stage/subject = line type = vc solution;
random int/subject=slide;
repeated stage/subject=replicate(line) type=vc;
ods output covparms = cp1r0_ convergencestatus=convs1r0_ iterhistory=ith1r0_ infocrit=info1r0_ solutionf=eblues1r0_ solutionr = eblups1r0_; 
run;

model 1r0 multiple spots: Single between-line variance, single (spot-specific) within-line variance.

proc mixed covtest CL IC ratio data = mv;
class sequence slide stage line replicate;
model intensity = stage sequence/solution ddfm = kr outp=resids1r0_;
random stage/subject = line type = vc solution;
random sequence/subject=slide type=unr;
repeated stage/subject=replicate(line) type=vc;
ods output covparms = cp1r0_ convergencestatus=convs1r0_ iterhistory=ith1r0_ infocrit=info1r0_ solutionf=eblues1r0_ solutionr = eblups1r0_; 
run;

model 2br0 single spots: Single between-line variance, stage-specific (spot-specific) within-line variance.

proc mixed covtest CL IC ratio data = mv;
class slide sstage line replicate;
model intensity = stage/solution ddfm = kr outp=resids2br0_;
random stage/subject = line type = vc solution;
random int/subject=slide;
repeated stage/subject = replicate(line) type = unr(1);
ods output covparms = cp2br0_ convergencestatus=convs2br0_ iterhistory=ith2br0_ infocrit=info2br0_ solutionf=eblues2br0_ solutionr = eblups2br0_; 
run;

model 2br0 multiple spots: Single between-line variance, stage-specific (spot-specific) within-line variance.

proc mixed covtest CL IC ratio data = mv;
class sequence slide stage line replicate;
model intensity = stage sequence/solution ddfm = kr outp=resids2br0_;
random stage/subject = line type = vc solution;
random sequence/subject=slide type=unr;
repeated stage/subject = replicate(line) type = unr(1);
ods output covparms = cp2br0_ convergencestatus=convs2br0_ iterhistory=ith2br0_ infocrit=info2br0_ solutionf=eblues2br0_ solutionr = eblups2br0_;
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model 2ar0 single spots: Stage-specific between-line variance, single (spot-specific) within-line variance.

```plaintext
proc mixed covtest CL IC ratio data = mv;
class slide stage line replicate;
model intensity = stage/solution ddfm = kr outp=resids2ar0_;
random stage/subject = line type = unr(1) solution;
random int/subject=slide;
odds output covparms = cp2ar0_ convergencestatus=convs2ar0_ iterhistory=ith2ar0_
infocrit=info2ar0_ solutionf=eblues2ar0_ solutionr = eblups2ar0_; 
run;
```

model 2ar0 multiple spots: Stage-specific between-line variance, single (spot-specific) within-line variance.

```plaintext
proc mixed covtest CL IC ratio data = mv;
class sequence slide stage line replicate;
model intensity = stage sequence/solution ddfm = kr outp=resids2ar0_; 
random stage/subject = line type = unr(1) solution;
random sequence/subject=slide type=unr;
odds output covparms = cp2ar0_ convergencestatus=convs2ar0_ iterhistory=ith2ar0_
infocrit=info2ar0_ solutionf=eblues2ar0_ solutionr = eblups2ar0_; 
run;
```

model 3r0 single spots: Stage-specific between-line variance, stage-specific (spot-specific) within-line variance.

```plaintext
proc mixed covtest CL IC ratio data = mv;
class slide stage line replicate;
model intensity = stage/solution ddfm = kr outp=resids3r0_;
random stage/subject = line type = unr(1) solution;
random int/subject=slide;
repeated stage/subject = replicate(line) type = unr(1);
odds output covparms = cp3r0_ convergencestatus=convs3r0_ iterhistory=ith3r0_
infocrit=info3r0_ solutionf=eblues3r0_ solutionr = eblups3r0_; 
run;
```

model 3r0 multiple spots: Stage-specific between-line variance, stage-specific (spot-specific) within-line variance.

```plaintext
proc mixed covtest CL IC ratio data = mv;
class sequence slide stage line replicate;
model intensity = stage sequence/solution ddfm = kr outp=resids3r0_; 
random stage/subject = line type = unr(1) solution;
random sequence/subject=slide type=unr;
repeated stage/subject = replicate(line) type = unr(1);
odds output covparms = cp3r0_ convergencestatus=convs3r0_ iterhistory=ith3r0_
infocrit=info3r0_ solutionf=eblues3r0_ solutionr = eblups3r0_; 
run;
```
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Supplementary figure 1. Schematic of sample collection. Flies were inbred for approximately 40 generations, then separated into 150 different lines. These lines were brother-sister mated and accumulated mutations. After 200 generations, 12 lines picked at random from the surviving lines and rapidly expanded. 8 replicate samples of approximately 30 flies each were collected at stages BPF and PF (see text). mRNA was extracted from these samples, reverse transcribed and fluorescently labelled, and hybridized to microarrays. Microarrays were scanned, normalized and analyzed as described in the text.
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Supplementary figure 2. Mutational heritability versus expression level. Each datapoint represents the mutational heritability for a gene at a particular stage and the average expression level across the lines for each gene by stage combination. Only gene by stage combinations with significant mutational heritability are included. There is a slight correlation between mutational heritability and expression level ($r_s=0.11$).
Supplementary figure 3. Experimental design. For each stage, each line was competitively hybridized with four other lines within its hexagon, two lines in its the other hexagon for its stage, and twice with itself in the other stage. A black and white bar represents one microarray. Connections between hexagons are depicted only for arrays involving line 18 at BPF.
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Supplementary figure 4. Model selection procedure. We performed a series of likelihood ratio tests going from more complex to simpler models to find the best estimates of mutational variance for each gene. Solid arrows denote tests of nested models. Graded arrows represent non-nested tests.